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Open App Copy and paste the code into the site to show Widget Copy and paste the code into your site to show Widget RAFT - surviving a ferry-a game that isn't hard to guess from the name is related to surviving, although there are many similar games now, but don't doubt it will find something surprising. Story You will find yourself on a ferry surrounded by
sea waves, your main goal is to survive, to get everything necessary for life from the sea. And along the way, you have to fight sharks swimming in the sea, predatory fish really much, so you have to try hard so you don't die, especially at first when your raft is small and vulnerable. FeaturesPlay first of all pleases your realism, you want to eat and drink so that
all his needs must be met regularly, if you can't, the person simply dies. Interestingly executed resource mining, you have a long rope with a hook at the end with which you have to catch passing resources, the latter is a lot. But in general, these are not useful fragments, which are still useful for expanding the raft. But sometimes really useful things that can
be useful to you to improve your character's life. Agree, all of the above is enough to make clear survival on the ferry: Handicraft in the ocean is perfectly possible. But these aren't the only significant benefits of the game, here because there was a perfectly created craft system, you can build a raft, expand it and share it much more impressively. And create all
kinds of materials that you need for a comfortable stay. You need both tools, weapons and clothes. Guns are probably the first thing you need because sharks swim almost constantly, and sometimes they start experimenting with building you with a tooth. Especially interesting was the production of drinking water, because do not forget that your character
regularly needs water, while you can not drink seawater, so you need to regularly think about where you can get water. Features survival on the raft: Crafting in the OceanPlay can please with detailed graphics, the world turned out to be in detail, the latter concerns sharks, huge predators are really striking, they turned out to be completely alive. The game
turned out to be very versatile the longer you play, the more unusual things you can see here. Control proved convenient and practical, whether it's hook manipulation or the buildings you need on the ferry, you can cope with all the tasks without significant problems. In addition, the game was perfectly translated into Russian. Informazioni sul downloads
Dimensions 62.3MB Version 1.0 Versione Code 2 solo ca da fa and ka pa ta nb be de ne te af bg th fi hi si vi kk mk sk uk el 1gl ml nl pl sl tl tl am km bn in kn mn ko lo ro sq ar fr hr mr sr tr your bs cs cs es on ms et it lt pt eu gu hu ru zu lv sv iw sw hy ky Az Uz bs_BA fr_CA lo_LA en_GB bn_BD et_EE ka_GE ky_KG km_KH zh_HK si_LK mk_MK ur_PK
sq_AL hy_AM my_MM zh_CN pa_IN ta_IN te_IN ml_IN en_IN kn_IN mr_IN gu_IN mn_MN ne_NP pt_BR gl_ES eu_ES is_IS es_US pt_PT en_AU zh_TW be_BY ms_MY az_AZ kk_KZ uz_UZ INTERNET VIBRATE ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED READ_PHONE_STATE WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW BILLING WRITE_USE_APP_FEATURE_SURVEY WAKE_LOCK RECEIVE C2D_MESSAGE Text ADD: Allows applications to open web icons. Enables the use of a vibrator. Allows applications to access
network data. Allows the application to receive ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED that is sent after the system is running. It allows apps to access data from Wi-Fi networks. Allows the application to create windows using the TYPE_SYSTEM_ALERT type, which appears above all other applications. Enables PowerManager Wakelock so that the processor
cannot hang or dim the display. PHONE: Provides read-only access to the status of your phone, including your device's phone number, current cellular network data, status of all running calls, and a list of all phone accounts registered on your device. SAVE: Allows the application to write to external memory. Allows the application to read from external
memory. LOCATION: Allows the application to use an approximate location. Allows the application to use the exact location. Operating systems Min Sdk 16 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.14.1.11 (JELLY_BEAN) Target Sdk 22 Target Sdk Txt Android 5.1 (LOLLIPOP_MR1) Multi-window Does not support small screens, Normal, Large, XLarge Cpu armeabi-v7a
Open Gl Int 0 Supports any density Yes density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534 User features Use features Wi-Fi hardware functions: the app uses 802.11 network features (Wi-Fi) on your device. Uses Not Features Wi-Fi hardware features: The app uses 802.11 network features (Wi-Fi) on your device. Uses implicit Features Wi-Fi hardware features:
The app uses 802.11 (Wi-Fi) network features on your device. Signature D7D18081921797381AA86F80FF09B47E signature 339C392BA7593806E1839B4770914 1A865C57B0E Sha256 7f83480986699fd5b91d9ade3986f4d1 Effective Thu 16.3.15:1 5 19:00 CST until 2016: Fri Feb 21 15:19:00 CST 2116 Serial Number 2081c66 developer Li Ou
ZhangSheng Organisation Rtk location Hefei Nation cn City Hefei TREASTONE LTD Android 4.4 + Version: $1,167 $0 Ferry Survival: Ocean Nomad (MOD, Unlimited Coins) - survival simulator in the sea - Ferry. Your main goal is to survive on the ferry, look for food and water on the islands so that they are preserved for as long as possible. Dive into the
depths of the sea in search of rare rubbish, copper, sand and other handicrafts. Expand your ferry with marine resources. In this game, you can fish, create things and use a hook to collect different things. Updated to 1.167! Simulation Simulation Simulation Get It publisherMegaplay Studios Free Games Version211 Fize size146M MOD FeaturesUnlocked.
(Press Cheaters after starting the game) New update supportAndroid 4.4+ app data Download Survival on Raft: Crafting in the Ocean is a game where you can be the luckiest person to have a life after an accident. Unfortunately, something happened on the flight you were on that caused the plane to crash into the sea. You're the only one who's survived,
but you're floating in the water. Forget modern life with many doubts in the past. Now is the time to show your ability to survive in this challenging new environment. Fish can be food, but they also have the ability to take your life. Surviving on a raft: Handicraft in the ocean gives you life for the basics. Life in the sea isn't easy. At sea, although it is difficult to
live, there may not be just despair. Are players ready enough to start in do-it-all mode to live in new conditions? Beware of hungry sharks, they are always waiting for a delicious meal in your loophole. Get unlucky after your unlucky flight and get used to living at sea. It's also a memorable experience that you can get more experience when faced with life-
threatening events. Improve your own skills that can cope with the worst. Download Survival on Raft: Crafting in the Ocean mod – Survive a catastrophic accident When faced with problems like Survival on Raft: Crafting in the Ocean characters, you can feel the value of your current life. Losing contact with relatives, friends, even certain interests of interest
cannot be made right now. But you may not have time with that either, the only thing now is to find a way not to end this life. The new sea adventure will teach you many valuable lessons. Seemingly thrown objects out to sea, but it is an indispensable savior in emergencies. Collect it to create valuables for you. The sun emits hot temperatures all around,
hungry sharks are difficult for you. Sustainment It seems there is no more hope, maybe you're just luckier than other people on the flight to live a little longer. But no, fate has smiled on you, it's real good news, not that you're dreaming in a coma. Surviving on a raft: Handicraft in the ocean has specific statistics such as health, hunger and thirst to help players
follow. Make them as high as you can, it means ensuring the safety of the protagonist. The ferry is a temporary life rope, you need to sand it to make it more than a shelter. Creation widgets Survival on Raft: Crafting in the Ocean includes many recipes for creating items that are essential for players. Catching fish, growing vegetables, getting water are some
of the which are: to sustain your life. Creation of building materials for the construction of mobile dwellings at sea. Collect items to create more clothes. Gradually evolving into a new life, you still have good conditions and habitat even at sea. Surviving on a raft: Handicraft in the ocean allows you to capture a glimmer of hope that won't end life. Collect
resources Water is not calm, as in movies or comics that you have read. Garbage, algae, boxes, ... they can all be used in the case you experience. Perhaps if in the past these objects are often thrown away, but they are not useless in vital situations. Gather resources to improve many devices to protect your ferry from incoming waves. In addition, resources
are a necessary raw material for making new products. Surviving on a raft: Crafting in the Ocean is a game with amazing craft recipes. You will learn more skills to survive if you accidentally fall into the sea. It is difficult, of course, but the levels leave you with very useful lessons. Download Survival on Raft: Crafting in the Ocean mod, take advantage of your
luck to change your harsh life. Life.
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